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Abstract 
Web2.0 technology has been applied in the digital archive personalized service website. Although there are few users 
and they lack of understanding currently, the author believe that web2.0 relying on many advantages of fast, 
convenient, and the zero cost, will be approved by more and more users in the future. With the continuous perfection 
and popularity of web2.0, the personalized service of digital archives will display a new vitality. In the paper, author 
proposes the application approaches of web2.0 in the system. 
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1. Web 2.0 and digital archives 
Web2.0 originated in 2001, its building contains RSS, labels, blogs, web services, bookmarks, a 
viewpoint, ajax, etc. The so-called web2.0 is network paradigm characteristic XML and interface 
protocols at the bottom. Recently, researchers’ idea is very popular attention worldwide network, media, 
business, libraries and information [1]. In this case, the second generation network paradigm are analyzed, 
and applications in digital file information resources management and service, promote digital archives 
networked new model and optimized archives resources management and service, to improve the 
enterprise management and service. Therefore this is a technical challenge become digital archives file 
information resources engine support social development of [2]. Digital archives proposed analysis 
management and service system, speeding up the theory and based on web2.0 technology innovation 
digital archives. 
1.1 Characteristics of Web2.0 
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1)  Micro-content: This means that at least the metadata with a unique number or address and limited 
collection of data on the network. Information dissemination web 2.0, on the basis of further by micro 
constitutes a rich variety of personalized applications through gathered, management, and sharing. 
2) Sociality: Web2.0 has broadened the social activities, and cultivate a network socialness, 
established in users of social relations. 
3) Openness:  Technology is the core network service standards, the establishment of network apis 
interface and RSS further promote online services and programming network.   
4) Equality:  The diversity of media mode easy decentration personnel, which led to the equal status 
of user use [3]. The development and popularization network make it possible and equality is available to 
everyone. 
1.2 Relation between Digital Archives and Web2.0    
Firstly, Digital archives is a physical and system concept. It is a new form of archives, which stores, 
transmission and process, including digital files collective text, sound, image in traditional archive, for 
local and remote users access to network environment using digital technology.  
Secondly, Digital archives is a technical model, it is also a kind of digital information systems 
regulating information space and open information environment based on documents and files information. 
It can provide users with convenient service online through the connection information resources scattered 
in different aircraft carrier, from different places.  
In conclusion, we use 4 sentences concept: digital archive file information digitization, modernization 
of archives management, sharing files service. The explanation is an important part of the application of 
network technology in 2.0 service and management system of digital archives. Web 2.0 is a upgrade the 
concept and system of ideas from the original Internet network system of the top-down centralized control 
of bottom-up minorities control of a collective wisdom and ability of a majority of users. So, such 
important factors blog, simple syndication, wiki, instant communication web 2.0 can be widely used in 
information resources management and service system of digital archives place to establish a blog group 
user requirements and consultation, establish azimuth dialogue platform between use of my professionals 
and the mass viewpoint, constructing digital archives in the real-name system, enlarge the interpersonal 
relationship, framing digital archives workers joined the digital archives encyclopedia of broad user and 
professional digital archives quality resources, sharing of network bookmarks, etc, to provide users with 
intelligent network services based digital archives personalized behavior, habits and gather information. 
Digital archives can connect various digital archives information resources and realize resources share, 
It may serve the search query and user-friendly. In addition, it has the digital information resources, 
information transmission webifying multiplication service modes, etc. Web 2.0 attention complete 
resources sharing, service function is closely related to the digital archives [4]. With the continuous 
development of higher education career, digital archives web 2.0 applications will dynamic mechanism of 
user - centralized file information resources and information services, the ultimate goal is to help users 
using archives information, extract archive knowledge and solve problems, so web 2.0 technology will 
provide service and management of a good digital archives challenge. 
2. Construction of digital archives service and management system based on web2.0   
2.1 Improvement of Services of Traditional Archives by Web2.0 Technology 
Web 2.0 cores are constant user service concept, strengthening subscriber’s free choice process, the 
sources of information. The user to select trust or favorite web sites customized web 2.0 technology, 
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finally browsing information needs. From the beginning to the end, users have the right to choose. Under 
the leadership of the technology will help web 2.0 service completion promote digital files, to ensure that 
users can receive the latest information. 
In addition, the personnel of aggregation can not only make information resources together, also make 
the librarians and digital archives mode to remove the overall, the traditional archive long-term regional, 
archives zero distance contact and librarians librarian/librarians and users/archives. 
2.2 The content of digital archival service in Web 2.0 
Web 2.0 is characteristic of personality and differentiation, as a representative of the specific 
application. From the digital files service, more appropriate forms are tags, wiki, RSS, blogs, because of 
different forms of applications and services, function in digital archives dissimilarly. Therefore, the 
authors analyze and describe the contents of web 2.0 digital files service in figure 1 of this permit [5]. 
5)  Service of digital archival information release and revealing under Web 2.0: Web 2.0 is 
particularly suitable for revealing and updated information, including frequency conversion and 
individual needs of users.  
Figure 1. The Services architecture of digital archives in web2.0 environment 
a) Archival information release and revealing: In order to help users access to information for the 
first time, digital archives can be web 2.0 technology of file information website information to enhance 
information service of timeliness [6].   
b)   Information release and revealing collected in archives: Archives can be through the web 2.0 
technological showcase and release their collecting information, especially its archives collection, 
exhibition and with local characteristics minsheng closely related personnel through making technology 
to help users get use. Under the background of the ordinance issue of the archives opening information ", 
governments have the responsibility and obligation to help users understand the government information. 
6) Reservation service of digital archives under Web 2.0: Content polymerization can also be used to 
retain note newcomers. Web 2.0 in services based on information disclosed the welcome. Clearly 
understand after digital archives provides services, users can according to their own reserves information 
service needs. 
a) Reserve visit service of Digital Archives:  Digital archives can not only help user survey file, but 
can also provide a place for the user to enter and research. And some digital archives patriotism education 
base for or hold file exhibition at the same time, will attract users access to it. In the bank four parts 
reserve space: reserve conference room, equipment rental in the center, details in all space and equipment 
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using interest rates [7] digital archives can use this service, the receiving time and number of users within 
the prescribed time limit, daily online user reserves and visit.   
b)  Reserve expert consultancy service of digital archive: Many scholars have research librarians to 
files or professionals in many countries or regions. LiangYan Shanghai university think can on the 
network information release digital archives specialists and professors in the Internet progress and open 
the function reserve web pages, version 2.0. The user can specify experts in advance according to their 
time, and will be invited experts problem, can greatly improve the service quality of digital libraries. 
7) The service of communication of each digital archives under Web2.0:  At present, there are some 
digital archives exchange establish personal blog academic experience. But most importantly, scattered in 
various blog site, lack of contact, because of geographical limit the use of personnel can help files experts 
amount and disaggregate blog different subject, establishing community circle. It will promote, 
interactive archivist blog development and experts blog. And web2.0 restricted without district at the 
same time. Each file can be foreign superior archives specialists and digital archives website, domestic 
archives specialists and digital archives website to strengthen academic exchanges at home and abroad.  
8)  Integration services of multimedia data of digital archives under Web2.0: Generally we have audio, 
video data or video about meeting the lecture Numbers in files. If each of these digital collection of digital 
resources, promote their technical staff, can attract a lot of users to view and using such services digital 
archives [8]. Digital archives can use effect to - tail multimedia data integrate various digital libraries, this 
will greatly promote the service resources of digital archives. 
9)  Web portals services of Digital Archives under Web2.0’s:  Personnel application technology in the 
digital archive building is a simple immigrants, but a process of continuous innovation idea renewal 
related concepts and service. Website digital archives should develop a combination of technical 
personnel digital archives characteristics, help file information resources, further expand and extend the 
files information service and improving service quality [9]. Specific include: several viewpoints build 
user feedback platform, Use wikipedia technology; Establishing a blog platform, Open real-time 
communication system to provide a platform RTX instant messaging users and librarians also raise work 
efficiency.
10) Digital archives cultural services of Web2.0: Not only the true value of digital archives copy 
traditional service model to improve their service efficiency, but also make "user" service concept, with 
unique different information technology will make it more valuable. The cultural service of the structures 
figure 2. 
11) In figure 2 shows, user center is mainly responsible for collecting the user's information demand 
and other information, establishing user information database directly archival documents, historical 
archives of the virtual reference consulting and learning center conducting online community service, 
mainly is for users to establish online interactive operation personnel to provide a new technique, and 
various service channel technology advantage in other four service module file information service, 
historical archives, virtual reference service and the learning center for the user to provide the file 
information retrieval, acquiring, questions and solutions, information literacy training course and course 
study and so on various [10] gather of knowledge and information, and collected from the archives of the 
virtual reference consulting service and the online community creates an ultimate knowledge base of 
digital libraries in through the employees choose, classification and archiving and provide reference q&a, 
users of self-help. 
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Figure 2. The structure of cultural service in digital archives 
 2.3  The management content of digital archives under Web2.0 technology 
These studies mainly adopts a lot of technology application, such as blogs, simple syndication, wiki, 
instant information however, in the current digital file management system of B/S model file management 
system used for data and ajax asynchronous update technology has been applied and reduce the burden of 
server system, accelerate the speed of response [11]. When the user submits a request to the server, blank 
pages, and the user will not appear can continue to read the current data, make users use B/S model, C/S 
mode. In the past, most inconvenient is system response is slow, when the user use B/S, almost every 
operation will cause the entire page updated, the user is merely a blank page in the server returned results, 
but technical application has greatly improved the use of the user experience. By these technologies, 
applications technical personnel in figures reflect file management system performance for figure 3. 
Figure 3. Management system of digital archives in web2.0 environment 
x In digital archive management system, it can use web2.0 technology "blog", as a systematic 
training, help, pay attention to solve the puzzle interaction user. Application classification, 
collection and communication blog can directly to everyone's most frequently asked questions, 
users receive the suggestion of feedback systems function, in a little time, let me know the 
distribution of user questions to communicate with users, so that the user to quickly, make full 
use of digital files by collection. 
x "Simple combination" web 2.0 technology can not due enterprise in digital format, allows users to 
customized digital archives [12] service. Content polymerization methods, the amount of digital 
archivists can be reduced, and the user can receive notice timely remind directly instead of 
landing network platform. It can also reduce the burden, and meanwhile make digital archives 
information transmission more efficient. Users can have a thorough understanding of the 
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classified collection through the introduction, and interested users can subscribe of relevant and 
up-to-date information, increasing the utilization ratio of collection and humanization and 
individualized service way, satisfy stop various needs. Active hair of digital collection of 
information to the user mode of desktop let users can active understand digital archives 
information from passively accept, and using digital files as far as possible to improve work 
efficiency.
x "Instant communication" web2.0 technology can be applied to real-time online consulting service 
in digital archives, realize real-time information transmission. Use instant communication can 
repair and consult problems timely [13]. This open interaction can allow users to face the system 
administrator directly, answer user problems in the shortest time. Fast - 'mass - with messages to 
different users. 
x "Obviously technicians tag function in the number of action, the archives management. Clear and 
accurate tags make digital document classification close user [14]. Non-academic writing or 
classification can also be used to set up the label for digital collection, allowing users to find they 
want to read digital files with the most direct, the most popular way, not study some generic term, 
achieve the humanized service purpose. 
2.4 Knowledge management of the digital archives under Web2.0 technology   
The Internet does not produce knowledge itself, people first produce information knowledge of other 
ways, then put them in network for users to find and use. However, web2.0 technology produces 
knowledge automatically according to the requirements of the customers. Knowledge in the process of 
production, high-performance computer will play a key role, which changes of original data for 
information and knowledge resources into running special plan. In addition, the technical staff can find 
the relevant data resource automatic analysis and knowledge discovery, and then create new 
understanding [15]. When the user request or check, the networks will automatically analysis and 
processing. The network will also send the results to the client's node; make digital archives effectively 
service more complete, integration and other documents information type information. Based on a user's 
network behavior, for example, playing files, files and other information, users can with other users 
through the blog, BBS, E-mail, etc, the personnel effectively integrate data information and other types of 
information and information sharing other Internet users. Therefore, new data information will be formed. 
3. Conclusion 
Web2.0 technology has been applied in the digital archives management and services. Although there 
is some user and their lack of understanding the author thinks, at present has many advantages, relying on 
personnel quick and convenient, zero cost, the more and more users in the future. With the officers and 
popularity of constantly improve the management and service of digital archives will display a new 
vitality. 
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